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A Chapter In A Story...

                  A chapter in the story of an animal’s life—the me spent in a
                  cage, in a shelter.  The me spent in the safety of a no-kill shelter. 
                  The me spent in a place with warmth, ample food and water
                  and a clean lier box.  The me spent with loving people looking
                  out for their best interests.  The me spent with qualified
people searching for the right forever home for each and every animal. The me spent in CatNap.

While we at CatNap cannot write the story of an animal’s life, we can absolutely guide howWhile we at CatNap cannot write the story of an animal’s life, we can absolutely guide how
things turn out for the animals within our care.  We can absolutely ensure that each animal is
cared for and loved as if they were our own.  Not a single animal walks through our doors of
their own choice, and we can provide the environment in which each animal can flourish.  Aer
16 years and over 12,000 successful adopons, we take pride in all that we have accomplished
in the past as well as seek ways to improve in the future.  Each and every one of you is
responsible for the success of CatNap.  You are the ones that have walked into our shelter
looking to foster, adopt, donate and volunteer.  You are the ones that have spread the wordlooking to foster, adopt, donate and volunteer.  You are the ones that have spread the word
and encouraged people to stop in.  Thank you.

Did you know CatNap has done over 1,000 adopons as of November 18th?  That is a LOT
of happy endings for some prey incredible animals.  For a shelter of our size, that is very
impressive (2,300 square feet).  While we might get wrapped up in the animals sll available
for adopon at the shelter, we need to also reflect on some of the wonderful adopons
we’ve done this year.  In just ten and a half months, 429 animals that were surrendered
by people no longer able to care for them have found loving homes.  212 strays that wereby people no longer able to care for them have found loving homes.  212 strays that were
brought to us off the streets have since found loving homes.  303 animals that were transferred
from other shelters into ours have found loving homes.  14 animals that were abandoned
at our front door are now spending the holidays in a loving home; and 42 animals that
were born in the shelter have found loving homes.  Your donaons have supported all
of these animals and those sll in the shelter waing to go home.  Your donaons keep
them safe, warm and fed unl we find the right home for each and every one of them.

This year, in this leer, we have made the conscious decision to focusThis year, in this leer, we have made the conscious decision to focus
on all the wonderful work we have done not only in 2013, but for
the past 16 years.  As with any shelter, we have
experienced our share of heartache and tribulaons.  



         

       At a me when everyone is looking toward the holidays
      with ancipaon and excitement, we did not want to burden you
        with stories rife with disappointment and sadness. While those stories have their 
            me and place—and you are all sure to see those types of messages from various   
        other charies you support—we felt that this was neither the me nor the place this   
   year.  With these stories of happy endings and successful adopons, we hope we can   
         put a smile on your face this holiday season.

    As some of you may know, we rescued a cat from Chicago Animal Care and Control in May with   
        a broken leg named Balboa.  When he came to the shelter, we realized that the break was much   
       worse than we had ancipated and our vet recommended amputaon.  Balboa had been through   
       so much and we felt we owed him the opportunity to heal and recover in the hopes of becoming   
       someone’s pet.  We sent out a plea on Facebook to all of our friends in the hopes of raising the   
       funds for the costly surgery.  You came through and we were able to cover the cost of his surgery.    
      Your compassion and willingness to help us at a me when expenses were ght meant the       Your compassion and willingness to help us at a me when expenses were ght meant the   
     difference between life and death for Balboa.  Your generosity is not taken for granted—every   
     penny, every kind thought and every prayer is appreciated wholeheartedly. While waing at CatNap   
    for his forever home, Balboa met another cat at the shelter named Tip Toe. Balboa and Tip Toe   
    became fast friends and were oen found chasing each other around and playing with toys.  We are   
     happy to say that Balboa recently got adopted with his best friend, Tip Toe, in November.  

        If you follow our blog or our Facebook page, you will also know Debbie.  Debbie had been at the   
 shelter exactly 900 days when she was adopted. Debbie came to the shelter pregnant in February of 
2011 as a stray.  She had a single kien in March of that same year while in a foster home.  Aer some me in 
a foster home with her kien, she came back to the shelter for adopon.  As the years passed and Debbie 
remained here at CatNap, we knew she needed someone to take a chance on her.  Several months aer her 
adopon, we can proudly say that Debbie is adjusng wonderfully to a mul cat household.  Debbie plays 
mommy to foster kiens brought into the home and even tolerates the dog.  And for the first me since she’s mommy to foster kiens brought into the home and even tolerates the dog.  And for the first me since she’s 
been in a home, Debbie curled up with her owner on the couch for a nap.  Your donaons supported Debbie 
for 900 days and ensured that Debbie had someplace warm to lie, had food to eat and water to drink, and had 
medical care when needed.  You allowed her me to find that home.  

We have a shelter full of animals with stories just like these.  Stop in and let us tell you about Boots & Lulu’s 
love story of how they met at CatNap.  Take home Baby and let her tell you her story.  The click of a mouse can 
also mean the difference of a home for these animals.  Share the cute photos we have on Facebook with your 
friends.  The world of social media has opened up so many opportunies for these animals and you can help in 
that way, too.  If you are unable to adopt right now, consider fostering.  Give a cat the chance at a loving home 
for the holiday season or give them a vacaon from shelter life.  If you are unable to foster, sponsor a cat for a 
month—we esmate it costs approximately $20 per month to maintain each cat.  Each and every donaon is month—we esmate it costs approximately $20 per month to maintain each cat.  Each and every donaon is 
appreciated more than you know and no donaon is too small.  If you are not able to donate, volunteer.  We 
rely on volunteers for a myriad of tasks both inside and outside the shelter—your me is just as valuable as 
your donaons.  Thank you for 16 wonderful years and we look forward to the years to come.  Happiest  of 
Holiday wishes from our hearts to yours.



  Baby   Boots & Lulu       Bogart

   Little Bit     Ruby & Ringo     Martina

Cats that have been in the shelter since 2012...






